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About Twin4u
Twin4u has forged itself a solid reputation on the Belgian
event, theater and live music scene. In addition to three
in-house staff—Christof Peirsman, Philippe Peirsman
and Gregory De Groep—Twin4u often calls in the help
of freelance audio and lighting engineers for a growing
number of concurrent projects.
Twin4u started out in 2008 as a duo of Christof and
Philippe Peirsman from Beveren-Waas, a Belgian town at
a stone’s throw from Antwerp. Like so many others, the
Peirsman twins dreamed of a musical career until they
decided to study at the SAE Institute in Rotterdam (The
Netherlands). They quickly learned the ins and outs of
audio engineering and got to grips with all technicalities
one needs to run a successful company.
THE SPAMALOT PRODUCTION INVOLVED

The Peirsman twins agree that their musical background

THE FOLLOWING LAWO PRODUCTS:

has allowed them to better understand what singers,
actors and musicians expect on stage, which helps them

IP Audio
• 1x mc2 56 audio mixer with 1x Extender

to prepare the right kind of monitor and front-of-house
mixes, for instance.

unit
• 1x Nova 73 compact audio router and
console core with 5 DSP cards (one of

care of different aspects within Twin4u: Christof mainly

them used as mxDSP matrix card)

looks after financial and administrative chores, while

• 1x mc2 Compact I/O
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To a certain extent, Christof and Philippe Peirsman take

Philippe spends more time on the nuts and bolts of show
productions.

Monty Python’s Spamalot Musical In Anwerp

Twin4u’s All-in-One Console

This Case Study looks at how Twin4u used a Lawo mc2 56 console
system for the live performances of the Belgian version of Monty
Python’s Spamalot in late March/early April 2019. This production
in the Dutch language proved a real crowd-pleaser and featured all
popular Monty Python songs and skits as well as topical references
to Belgian politics and celebrities that made the audience roar with
laughter.
An equally inspiring aspect is how Christof and Philippe
Peirsman tailored the Lawo mc2 56 to their specific workflow.

“The mc2 56’s touchscreens
respond phenomenally fast
and are laid out in a highly
logical fashion.”
—Philippe Peirsman, audio engineer &
co-owner of Twin4u

Prior to Spamalot, Twin4u had already used its mc2 56 for other
productions—and the console is firmly on the rider for the
upcoming Jesus Christ Superstar performances.
Preparations for the Spamalot shows
at Capitole in the city of Ghent
(Belgium) took about a week and
were followed by a series of try-outs.
Next, the entire crew set up shop
at the Stadsschouwburg venue in
Antwerp for a score of performances
of Monty Python’s Spamalot.

Philippe Peirsman doing a
sound check.
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The Gear Is Mine

a little hesitant: they wanted a console with selective Snapshot
recalls. This “ISO Set” functionality was included in the mc2 56’s

In 2018, Twin4u purchased a Lawo mc 56 console, an Extender
2

feature set for the performing arts released only weeks later.

unit and a Nova 73 compact audio router and console core.
Twin4u likes to own most of the equipment it uses, including

When Christof and Philippe again met with Dirk Sykora of Lawo

mixing consoles, wireless systems, microphones, computers,

Benelux, they requested to conduct a few tests and quickly

plug-in servers, etc. Line arrays and other sound reinforcement

decided to purchase an mc2 56 16+16C.

gear, on the other hand, are usually rented.
Among the features that had tipped the balance was Lawo’s core/
control surface concept, i.e. the fact that the inputs, outputs and

The mc 56 for A Well-Oiled Live
Show
2

Some time in 2017, Christof and Philippe Peirsman started

the signal processing section are separate from the console’s
control surface. This allows users to station the input/output and
processing section backstage, close to the signal sources. The
console itself is essentially a sophisticated remote control with a
familiar mixer feel for the sound engineer.

looking for a replacement for a desk they had been using up to
that point. That desk had started producing random pink noise

This separation is obviously not unique to Lawo, yet Lawo’s DSP

at unpredictable times, and neither the manufacturer nor the

capacity is provided by the Nova 73 compact core backstage

distributor were able to solve the issue.

rather than the console, says Philippe Peirsman: “Other brands
force users to back-haul the audio from the stagebox to the

The mc2 56’s feature set for theater and live sound applications

console where signal processing is performed. This makes things

was still in the works at that time, so the Peirsman brothers were

unnecessarily intricate.”

The mc2 56 during rehearsals.
Note also Twin4u’s Extender unit
more or less at the center (behind
the main console).
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Custom Addition
Twin4u’s console accommodates both Cat5 and fiber-optic links to

With the breakout panel, Philippe Peirsman can use the console’s

the Nova37 compact core via a QuartzCom unit inside a custom

two networks (A and B) as he sees fit: for Spamalot, he did not use

breakout panel. This panel was built by Amptec, a well-known

network A. Network B, often used for control data, was used for

Belgian supplier and manufacturer of professional audio and video

Waves SoundGrid control.

solutions, and is located in the mc2 56’s flightcase.
The breakout panel’s PoE socket powers a KissBox and connects it
It is fitted with XLR connectors that make the console’s SUB-D37

to the IP network, allowing it to transmit and receive MIDI over IP.

(analog) and SUB-D25 (digital) I/O more readily available, a PoE

The console is partially controlled from Figure 53’s QLab, based on

socket (not available as such on the mc256 itself), a fiber module

MIDI triggers sent via an IP-based RedBox.

and RJ45 network sockets. It allows Twin4u to choose between
Cat5 and fiber-optic connections between the console and the
Nova 73 core.

Breakout panel in the mc2 56’s flightcase. Below the plug and hand: 8x AES inputs & 8x AES outputs
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Leveraging The mc2 56’s Flexibility
Recorded Band Parts

Timing and A/B Beltpack Switching

For the Spamalot production, Twin4u used two redundant

While the audio side of the Spamalot production was only timed

computers running Ableton Live. For budget reasons, the live

to a light degree, the light mixer was almost entirely automated,

orchestra had been replaced by multitrack audio parts recorded by

based on the LTC timecode and MIDI note numbers transmitted by

Dutch session musicians. But the mixing approach was the same.

Ableton Live and run through the mc2 56.

The two computers were located backstage and connected to the

The mc2 56’s A/B input switching system programmed for the two

Nova 73 compact core using RME MADIface units (audio signal

computers quickly proved so convenient that Philippe Peirsman

transmission via MADI).

decided to apply a similar strategy to most headset transmitters:
the main characters were equipped with two wireless transmitters,

To be able to switch between computers A and B in the event of

allowing Philippe to switch from one to the other in the event of an

an issue with one computer, Philippe Peirsman works with “A”

issue.

and “B” input sets. Switching between these two—and hence
between computers—is simplified by a specially programmed
routine: selecting computer B (or computer A) immediately assigns
all relevant audio channels to the mc2 56 channel strips previously
used by computer A (or B). This fail-over strategy is lightning fast.
Although Philippe was also able to control Ableton Live from his
mc2 56, he did not take advantage of this feature. Rather, Alex
Roosemeyers, the musical director seated backstage, who also
played live piano parts during the show, started and stopped the
music using two MIDI controllers.

“I love the mc256’s layout,
with the strategically
positioned Master section. It
allows me to respond quickly
during rehearsals and shows.”
—Philippe Peirsman
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mc2 56 as Monitor Mixer

The four mixes are transmitted to a matrix that feeds the wedges

Twin4u’s mc2 56 console doubles as monitor mixer, thanks to

for each Snapshot, which signals are transmitted to the AUX

the system’s high channel and bus count. (For the Spamalot

busses (Principal Mix, Ensemble Mix, Misc Mix, and Band Mix).

production, no in-ear monitoring was used.)

The matrix used by Twin4u is a Lawo DSP card inside the Nova 73

and sidefills on stage. This way, the sound engineer can specify,

compact using the mxDSP firmware.
One of Philippe Peirsman’s techniques when using the same
console for monitor and FOH mixing is to assign almost all input

The matrix settings themselves are not included in the mc2 56’s

signals to two channels: a “front-of-house” and a “monitor”

Snapshots, however. This was a deliberate choice to allow for

channel. This way, any performer has the liberty to request special

ad-hoc changes at the performers’ request without programming

EQ settings for the monitor mix. Such tweaks are not reflected in

offsets for all relevant Snapshots.

the FOH signal.
An approach based on “post-mix” level settings is more
Philippe Peirsman bases his monitor mixes on four submixes,

convenient: in his setup, Philippe simply boosts (or cuts) the matrix

which are assigned to separate AUX busses: Principal Mix,

level of a given bus—by 3dB, for instance—and this then applies

Ensemble Mix, Misc Mix (for sound effects), and Band Mix. See

to all required monitors on stage, and to all Snapshots.

the illustration below.
This principle is also applied to the FOH mix: the four submixes
are only summed in the matrix. Plus, Philippe can specify in a
Actor/Singer 1
Actor/Singer 2
Actor/Singer 3
Actor/Singer 4
Actor/Singer 5
Actor/Singer X

Chorus Singer 1
Chorus Singer 2
Chorus Singer 3
Chorus Singer 4
Chorus Singer 5
:::
Chorus Singer X

Sound FX 1
Sound FX 2
Sound FX 3
Sound FX 4

Audio Track 1
Audio Track 2
Audio Track 3
Audio Track 4
Audio Track 5
:::
Audio Track X

Principal Mix Bus

Ensemble Mix Bus

64
x
64

Sidefill

Sidefill

Audio
Matrix
Misc Mix Bus

(Nova 73
mxDSP)
Wedges

Band Mix Bus

Philippe Peirsman’s monitoring setup, based on channel doubling and an mxDSP 64x64 matrix card
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flexible way which mixes should appear where and to what extent
(Principal and Ensemble in the center cluster, all four submixes in
the left/right arrays, etc.).

Automation, AutoMix,
Waves Plug-Ins
For Spamalot, Philippe Peirsman used only a fraction of the

Philippe Peirsman is selective in his way of feeding the various

mc2 56’s automation features: Snapshots for automating mutes

FOH speakers: in the front fills, he says, the voices are much

and VCAs, AUX Sends (for monitoring purposes), busses, and

louder than the remaining signals to make the lyrics more

effects sends. He makes extensive use of the mc2 56’s ISO Sets to

intelligible for the audience in front of the stage. Especially with an

specify for each Snapshot which parameters he wants to recall.

orchestra or band in the orchestra pit, including the music (which
is already relatively loud for the audience closest to the stage) in

Other than that, he often mixes in real time, based on a system

the front fills would be counterproductive.

that allows him to control his live mixes by adjusting only VCAs
during the show in the mc2 56’s right fader bay. On-the-spot tweaks

DSP Cards and Channel Count

to resolve any unexpected issues are performed in the left bay, but
most settings are firmly in place at show time.

Twin4u’s Nova73 compact setup comprises 5 DSP cards with
one card acting as 64x64 matrix (mxDSP firmware) for the matrix
application described earlier. Furthermore, the core is equipped
with one RAVENNA card, two MADI cards and one AES card for
I/O.
Twin4u’s mc2 56 console offers the following channel count:
• 144 channels with DSP,
• 48 busses with DSP,
• 44 “tiny” channels (with only a fader and ON/OFF), and
• 88 “tiny” busses.
A total of 118 channels were used for the Spamalot production.
The reason for this massive channel and bus count is that
Philippe Peirsman tends to double channels as much as possible.
In addition, he likes to run the ALTAiR intercom system and
the backstage announcement lines through the console. The
announcement lines are used to route the stage manager’s

Lawo mc2 Compact I/O stagebox set up backstage
(most input signals were digital: AES and MADI)

beltpack signal to the on-stage monitors and other speakers for
easy summoning of the required performers to the stage.

The mc2 56’s AutoMix function was used for dialog scenes, but not
for the songs. For dialogs, AutoMix managed to effectively reduce
background noises generated by the movements of the lighting
system and other performers. “Unlike similar functions available on
other desks, Lawo’s AutoMix feature is lightning-fast and so precise
that switching among sources is imperceptible.”
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Philippe Peirsman makes extensive use of Waves plug-ins, which
he sometimes controls directly from the desk, in which case

Wireless Microphones

parameter control of the Waves plug-ins is handled using MIDI

In Antwerp, Philippe Peirsman used eight Shure ULXD4Q digital

commands sent by the mc 56’s Snapshots. In other instances,

wireless systems for 32 microphone transmitters. The ULXD4Q

Philippe changes the settings directly on his laptop.

systems were connected to Nova 73 (digital) AES cards to do away

2

with intermediary D/A and A/D conversions. Wordclock sync was
The Waves SoundGrid Impact servers are available as a redundant

provided by the Nova 73.

pair connected to the Nova 73 compact core backstage via a
DiGiGrid MGO optical MADI interface for up to 128 channels with
Waves and other SoundGrid-compatible plug-ins. The MGO is
synchronized to the rack and frequently used for virtual sound
checks.

All in All
As far as Philippe Peirsman is concerned,
the mixing console’s role is to provide
stability, a pristine, uncolored sound and
an ergonomic panel layout. He likes to work
with consoles that allow him to perform
on-the-fly tweaks: “Intuitive operation is one
area where the mc2 56 shines,” he says.
Among the features he likes most ranks
the possibility to split the fader bays, which
comes in handy at the rehearsal stage of
musical productions involving two audio
engineers who take care of different tasks:
one sets the EQs and other aspects for the
recorded multitrack parts, while the other
starts programming Snapshots. The two
sections can be operated in total isolation.
Rack with Nova 73 compact and Waves servers.

“The reasons for using the mc2 56 for the
Spamalot musical were its excellent sound
quality, the possibility to split fader bays,
and the console’s rock-solid stability.”
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